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CJ and Grandma go to Church.

Adapted from the original text, *Last Stop on Market Street*, written by Matt De La Pena, illustrated by Christian Robinson.
Adapted from the original text, *Last Stop on Market Street*, written by Matt De La Pena, illustrated by Christian Robinson.
It rains when CJ and Grandma wait for the bus.

Adapted from the original text, *Last Stop on Market Street*, written by Matt De La Pena, illustrated by Christian Robinson.
CJ waves to his friend Colby from the bus stop.
Adapted from the original text, *Last Stop on Market Street*, written by Matt De La Pena, illustrated by Christian Robinson.
CJ and Grandma paid the fee to ride the bus.

Adapted from the original text, *Last Stop on Market Street*, written by Matt De La Pena, illustrated by Christian Robinson.
Adapted from the original text, *Last Stop on Market Street*, written by Matt De La Pena, illustrated by Christian Robinson.
Adapted from the original text, Last Stop on Market Street, written by Matt De La Pena, illustrated by Christian Robinson.
An old woman with a jar of butterflies sat next to Grandma and CJ.

There is a man on his phone sitting next to the old woman with butterflies.

Adapted from the original text, *Last Stop on Market Street*, written by Matt De La Peña, illustrated by Christian Robinson.
Adapted from the original text, *Last Stop on Market Street*, written by Matt De La Pena, illustrated by Christian Robinson.
A woman with black hair stepped on the bus.
Two older boys wearing headphones stepped on the bus.
A man with a guitar sang a song for the people on the bus. CJ and Grandma closed their eyes to listen to the song.
The song finished. The people on the bus clap. CJ gives the man a coin.
The bus stopped on Market Street. CJ and Grandma stepped off the bus.

Adapted from the original text, Last Stop on Market Street, written by Matt De La Pena, illustrated by Christian Robinson.
CJ asked Grandma why Market Street is dirty.

Adapted from the original text, *Last Stop on Market Street*, written by Matt De La Pena, illustrated by Christian Robinson.
Grandma says "living in a dirty town makes you realize what is beautiful."

Adapted from the original text, *Last Stop on Market Street*, written by Matt De La Pena, illustrated by Christian Robinson.
CJ sees a rainbow in the sky. CJ loves the colors of the rainbow.

Adapted from the original text, *Last Stop on Market Street*, written by Matt De La Pena, illustrated by Christian Robinson.
CJ and Grandma continue to walk down Market Street.
Adapted from the original text, *Last Stop on Market Street*, written by Matt De La Pena, illustrated by Christian Robinson.
Adapted from the original text, *Last Stop on Market Street*, written by Matt De La Pena, illustrated by Christian Robinson.
Adapted from the original text, *Last Stop on Market Street*, written by Matt De La Pena, illustrated by Christian Robinson.
Adapted from the original text, *Last Stop on Market Street*, written by Matt De La Pena, illustrated by Christian Robinson.